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right thinking / right living
We continue to look at the well-known passage in Philippians 4v 1-9 with the theme of
worry about nothing and pray about everything.
The idea of not worrying about anything seems so strange in these difficult times. However what I
have discovered personally is that worry is often stoked by what I am focussed on. So if I focus on
the things of the world the result will generally be anxiety.
RIGHT THINKING v8 - Wrong thinking invariably leads to wrong feelings. Proverbs
23:7 puts it this way; “For as he thinks in his heart, so is he.”
Worry is wrong thinking that can lead us to having a wrong focus. For example if we focus on
an issue, it can threaten to overwhelm us. If we focus on ourselves we can be overwhelmed by
bitterness or self-pity. Focussing on someone else can lead to a desire for revenge or feelings of
hate. So we should bring every thought to Christ. 2 Corinthians 10:4-5 sums it up well, “For the
weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for tearing down strongholds, casting
down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God, bringing
every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ.”
Thoughts that are allowed to fester in our minds/imaginations can do all sorts of mischief in our
lives, as one writer shows us – Sow a thought, reap an action; Sow an action, reap a habit;
Sow a habit, reap a character; Sow a character, reap a destiny. So what should be our focus?
Whatever is true: Friends, worry has more to do with what is imagined or cannot be changed.
One survey on worry revealed that only 8% of what we worried about had substance and 92%
was something we had imagined, never happened or could not be
changed. We need to think upon those things which are true, i.e.,
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Meditate: To make things the subject of your thoughtful considerations. Obviously this can
be applied to Psalm 19:14, “Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be
acceptable in Your sight O Lord my strength and my redeemer.”
Then the last thing we need to consider is how we put all this into practice.
RIGHT LIVING v9 - The key lesson here in overcoming our anxiety/worry is that we need
to translate the theory of what we know we need to do, into action and in developing our prayer
life.
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